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Shantytown memorial
continues MPAC's protest
by Melissa Buxton
Staff Writer
Continuing the recognition of
October 11 as a day to think about
apartheid, protesters picketed, and
demonstrated against the South
African regime both. in Bangor
and at the University of Maine
campus'
The protests are part of a national and international movement
against apartheid, and hundreds of
protests, demonstrations and shantytowns were exhibited all over the
country, said Steve Grey, member
of the Maine Peace Action
Committee.
Shantytown has been set up on
October II two years in a row, on
the UMaine campus and other
universities across the country, to
remind peoPle about aparteid in
South Africa, said Grey.
"Last year it served as a magnet]
for people concerned about
aparteid and the country in
general." he said.
Aparteid is a system where the
black majority which makes up 74
percent of the population, have no
political or economic rights.
The Council of Colleges, and
board of trustees have also requested the University of Maine
Foundation, a group of business
people and bankers, to sell its $2
million in holdings South Africa.
Grey said the problem with the
foundation investing in business in
South Africa is that every penny
that goes to South Africa goes to
support the apartheid regime.

Grey said "although the foundation has not divested yet, we have
done a lot in eight years. In 1980,
most people did not even know
what aparteid was, now most people know."
"We were successful in 1982, to
get the University of Maine
divestiture of $3 million. This
university was the eighth in country to divest, he said.
He said the only response from
the foundation regarding apartheid was the claim that they
establish a committee to investigate
in investments in South Africa and
to give recommendations through
reports.
Businessmen of the foundation
said they had met and the report
came out in favor of not divesting,
said Grey.
Grey said "Their only rationale
for not divesting is that their main
purpose is to make as much money
as possible."
Steve Gerlach, member of the
MPAC said that Mark Fox, executive vice president of the Foundation said that educators have
more of a social responsibility.
Businessmen in the foundation do
not have a responsibility—Their
objective is to make money.
Grey said Shantytown wa,,
erected to show people what kind
of conditions blacks live in in
South Africa,
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Stolen UMaine auto
retrieved. in Brewer
Police still searching for the suspect
by Michael Di Cicco
Staff Writer
After being driven as far as New
Jersey, a car stolen from a UMaine parking lot last month was found Oct. 5 in
Brewer,, said UMaine Police Detective
William Laughlin.
Police were tipped off to the car's
whereabouts while it was in New Jersey
by an anonymous phone call.
"1 told them I had reason to believe
that the car was in a parking lot at the
Newark airport," said the tipster Herb
Mihan, a UMaine sophomore.
Mihan, who refused to give the police
the suspect's identity, said that the
suspect was under the influence of
alcohol when he took the car from the
Memorial Gym parking lot Sept. 19.
He said the suspect drove the car to
Pennsylvania in order to see his
girlfriend. He then drove to Newark, left
the car at the airport and flew back to
Maine.
The suspect, later, flew back to
Newark, got the car and drove it to
Brewer. said Mihan.
"Somewhere during the trip the car
was involved in an accident, but with
what we don't know," Laughlin said.
It sustained about $500 in damages
which include a smashed side window
and a missing side-view mirror," he
said.
Mihan said the suspect is presently
trying to raise the money to help pay for
the damages.
Mihan, who refused to comment on
how he came in contact with the suspect,
said he called the police because he sympathized with the car owner.

"I tried to do someone a favor and felt
that the police were pressuring me into
giving them the suspect's name, but they
were reasonably fair in the way they dealt
with me," said Mihan.
"They told me since I was an
anonymous caller they would not press
charges for witholding the suspect's
name," he said.
"We highly appleciate people calling
us and don't want to do anything to
shain
idder this in the future." Laughlin
The theft of any automobile worth
more than $5,000 is a class B felony, and
carries a maximum penalty of a $10,000
fine and a 10 year prison sentence.
Laughlin said, he doesn't believe that
they are dealing with a class B criminal
in this case.
"I think it was just a spur of the moment thing, and someone made a big
mistake.
"Obviously if the suspect turns
himself in it will have some effect on
how he is treated by the courts, but it is
out of my hands," Laughlin said.
Sgt. Mike Zubic, an investigating officer said the case was still under investigation and that they had some good
leads.
"The insurance company will still take
care of the owner's losses even if the
suspect is not caught," Laughlin said.
The owner, Jeffrey Moxcey of Hampden said that beside the damage to the
car he has paid about $400 in car rental
fees and telephone calls.
The car, a 1986 white Renault Alliance
which Moxcey valued at $7,000 was
parked in the Memorial Gym lot with its
doors unlocked and the keys hidden inside when it was stolen.

Homecoming Weekend highlighted by many events
by Jeanette Brawn
Staff Writer
The University of Maine population
nearly doubled this weekend as alumni,
family, and the public descended on the
Orono campus for the annual
Homecoming celebration.
The festivities began with cafeteria
meals featuring Maine products. Freshly
pressed apple cider and blueberry pie
highlighted the menu.
The new UMaine Sports Hall of Fame
announced five inductees. They were
given trophies with UMaine's black bear
perched on them.
"The Sports Hall of Fame was opened to recognize those persons who have
contributed as athletes, coaches or administrators to the athletic department
and in so doing, we enhance the image
and reputation of the university," said
Jeff Rand, director of the Black Bear
Fund.
The five inductees were Theodore
Curtis, Edmund Black. Donald Smith,
John Huard and Julia Woodcock Shaw.
John Huard said, "Homecoming

marks a whole new era for the university. The university has come a long way
since 1 graduated in 1965. I think the
football team has the same capabilities
as the team in 1965. That's surprising
since they art all so young. Their coach
has to be the best coach in the whole
Northeast."
Julia Woodcock Shaw said, "I bought
my son a sweatshirt with a huge University of Maine across the front of it. They
had some that only had a little symbol
on it but I wanted a big sign so that
everyone would know where it is •
from."
Woodcock said she visited the Bear's
Den and her other college hangouts. "It sure is alot less noisy at the Bear's
Den and Pats then it used to be," she
said.
Donald Smith said the university has
grown so much since his absence that,
"1 get lost. I'll be driving up a One way
street and find out it's a dead end, it's
, strange."
Diane Jordan, an Orono resident who
graduated from UMaine said. "I love
(see WEEKEND page 3)

Bananas waves to parade viewers Saturdas.
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UMaine Bears win Homecoming game...38-21
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The results of the Maine/Canadian
Trade Conference held at the University
of Maine in January are now being
published according to the director of
the Uls.laine Canadian American Center.
The two day conference bmaght nearly 200 scholars together from all over the
United States and Canada to assess the
changing trade relationship between
Maine and her Canadian neighbors, said
Victor A. Konrad.
"The book is in the final editing stages
now and should be in print by the first
of the year," said Amy Morin, admirrstrative assistant at the Canadian
American Center.
The conference Kas a follow-up to
Gov. Joseph E. Brennan's Blaine-HoUse
Conference on Maine'Canadian Trade
held at the governor's mansion in August
1985.
Though the Blaine House Conference
provided insight into the mutual industries of the northeast neighbors,
recommendations for .future free trade
improvement were difficult to form,
Konrad said. "It became clear at that
meeting that people were operating at
cross purposes because facts either conflicted or were unavailable," he said.
Brennan requested the follow-up conference to establish an accurate data base
of mutual resource trade issues involving forestry, fishing and agriculture,
Konrad said.
"Brennan asked us at the center to
bring together specialists in crossborder
trade "We wanted to develop a dialogue
among the specialists who know what's
going on before the politicians bring the
issues to the level of rhetoric," Konrad
said.
The facts and recommendations of
those who attended the conference will
be included in the book, not just personal v less points, Konrad said.
The conference, though sponsored by
the Canadian American Center, was an
important project of interest to former
UMaine President Arthur M. Johnson,
he said.
As a direct result of the conference,
Konrad said the Canadian American
Center has already received funding for
the "Borderlands" study, a comprehensise fact gathering mission supported by
Canada and the United States.
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(continued from page 11
homecoming. We always prepare our
house to have old friends we see again
come over."
There was a pep rally and bonfire at
the Alfond Arena. The queens court was
introduced and made -speeches.
Court members were active in the All
Maine Women.
A Homecoming reception took place
Saturday morning. This was a chance
for the All Maine Women, Senior Skulls,
Campus Mayors and other past students
invited by the Student Alumni Association to get together before the football
game.
Bob "Tiny" Fletcher, a returning
Campus Mayor said," I returned with
pride and deep humility. Pride to see
how the university has grown and
humility when I thought how many great
people came through here."
Fletcher said he was the only member
cs ho did not run as a write-in candidate.
He acted in a show the night before the
elections called, "The Beet of
Bagdad." His fraternity brothers placed banners in Old Town and Orono
which stated that his election was concurrent with show time.
"So after the show I went to bed and
woke up to find I was the campus
mayor," he said.
Shortly after that, they passed a law
against people being able to write in candidates, he said.
Anti-Apartheid demonstrators set up
a shanty town during the weekend. Nancy A. Hey, an anti-apartheid
demonstrator explained why the group
choose Homecoming weekend for their
display.
"The theme of this Homecoming was
'A Return to Tradition: Ne thought it
was appropriate to continue this
demonstration. It was National Protest
Day'Friday and it was a coincidence that
happened to fall on Homecoming
weekend but we would have
demonstrated anyway because we got a
letter from the S.A.A. asking the Maine
Peace Action Committee to have a
prescence in the parade," she said.
The demonstrators stood on the
sidelines when the parade came by. They
held up protest signs and were chained
to each other.
Activities of the MPAC did not reach
the football field where the Maine Black
• Bears beat Northeastern by a score Zif
38-21.
The Homecoming queen was Leslee
Canty of Mendota Heights, Minn.
Both the Homecoming Fair and Arts
and Crafts Show had some changes from
last year. This year, there was a 50 cents
admission and all the food vendors were
moved to one section of the gym.
"There were fewer people buying my
things this year then last year and I think
it's because last year there was a place
to buy food near my stand," said
Michael Collins, merchant.
More than 200 merchants sold their
goods at the fair this weekend.
William Laughlin, police officer, said,
"It was busy, however everything went
over well. People got locked out of their
cars, some minor accidents took place
and the extra activities made the police
work over and above. Two motor vehicle violations involving alchohol also
took place. All in all though it was a
pretty good weekend."
Homecoming activities were planned
by Nancy Dysart, director of alumni affairs. The spirited Class of 1960 graduate
is 'nvolved in the preparations from their
origins in April.
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• England
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• Canada
.
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Statisticians Needed
Anyone interested in working with the
Hockey Team contact Joe Clark. 1106
Hockey experience neccessary.

rerEl

Join the thousands of
students who have earned
college credits'studying
abroad in CCIS programs.
Affordable, quality programs with financial aid
available.

SPRING SEMESTER
IN DUBLIN
St. Patrick's College,
Maynooth
12-15 Credits
Summer Programs
At Trinity College
Dublin
Dr John J McLean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360
886-1931 X243

College Consortium For International Siudies
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Iceland summit dissappointing for both sides
REYJAVIK, Iceland (AP) —
Secretary of state George Shultz said
Sunday the two-day Iceland summit ended with U.S. officials "deeply disappointed" because "extremely important
potential agreements" on arms issues did
not materialize despite intensive talks
between President Reagan and Mikhail
Gorbachev.
He said the hangup was Soviet insistence that Reagan curtail research on
the Strategic Defense Initiative. Reagan
and Gorbachev did not agree on the date
of a follow-up summit, Shultz said.
Shultz said the leaders had nearly
agreed on ways "to deal effectively with
intermediate range missiles," and had
made progress toward an agreement on
limiting underground nuclear tests, but
that the potential agreements failed to
materialize because all the parts were
interrelated.
Asked if there could be any prospect
for agreement on arms treaties in
Geneva, in view of the failure here,
Shultz said, "I hope it doesn't end the
chances for agreement, but I can't say
for sure."
Shultz began his post-summit news
conference by saying that after "two, full
intensive days," in which "the president's performance was magnificent,"
the leaders reached "extremely important
potential agreements."

But minutes later,,after laying out an
American offer which would allow 10
years of research and testing of strategic
defense weapons, Shultz said it became
clear the Soviets wished to scuttle all
work on the Star Wars program.

trot," said Georgi Arbatos, a top
Soviet adviser on East-West relations.
Arbatov said that U.S. refusal to limit
testing on the strategic defenses envisioned in Reagan's Star War program had
caused the failure.

He said Reagan "simply had to refuse
to compromise the security of the United
States" and its allies, which, he said,
rested on continuing work on strategic
weapons.

Asked whether there would be another
summit meeting between President
Reagan and Gorbaches, Arbatov said,
"If the Americans do not change their
position on this basic issue, I am afraid
not."

Reagan, talking to American military
personnel at Keflavik Naval Air Base
just before he boarded Air Force One for
the nearly six-hour ride back to
Washington, said the two sides had
"moved toward agreement" on drastic
reductions in intermediate-range
weapons in Europe and Asia and on
other issues.
But, the president said, "there remained at the end of our talks one area of
disagreement ... The Soviet Union insisted that we sign an agreement that
would dens to me and to future
presidents for 10 years the right to
develop, test and deploy a defense
against nuclear missiles for the people
of the free world."
"This, we could not and will not
do." Reagan declared, to heavy
applause.
"This is the dead end to which they
have driven the whole issue alarms con-

ALCOHOL AWARENESS
Fall Semester 1986
Session I:

Session 2:

October 14, Tuesday 7:00 pm
Place: 130 Little Hall
Speaker: Dr. Dana
Topic: How to Drink ,
'MANDATORV FOR ALL PLEDGES
October 28, Tuesday 7:00 pm
Place: 130 Little Hall
Speaker: Dr. Brightman
Topic: Alcohol and Sexuality

Session 3:

November 4, Tuesday 7:00 pm
Place: 130 Little Hall
Speaker: Don Marden Sr., Attorney
and Fraternity Advisor; Dean
1,ucy; Representatise from UM
Police and Safety; and others

Session 4:

November It, Tuesday -NX) pm
Place: 130 Little Hall
Speaker: Joe B.
Topic: Recovering From
Alcoholism: His Story

Session 5:

November 18, Tuesday 7:00 pm
Place: 101 Neville Hall
Speaker: SHOP II
Topic: Problem Solving

Session 6:

November 23, Sunday 8:00 pm
Place: Hauck Auditorium
Speaker: Andrew Merton
Topic: Acquaintance Rape
MANDATORY FOR ALL PLEDGE
S

All Non-Greeks are Welcome to Attend
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Shultz said U.S. and Soviet negotiators
would continue their talks in Geneva. Of
the long weekend on this North Atlantic island, the secretary concluded: "A
tremendous amount of headway was
made, but in the end, we couldn't make
Shultz said the subject of a summit in
the United States — thought to be a
main order of business here — barely
came up.

"It became more and more clear that
Reagan and Gorbachev met twice
the Soviet Union's objective was effectively to kill off the SDI program, and Sunday, including a long first session
and
a very long, unexpected afternoon
to do so by seeking a change in the ABM
treaty that would so constrain ... that session.
research would not be able to proceed
Shultz said the Soviets insisted on "a
forcefully," Shultz said.
change in the ABM (anti-ballistic
'The president ... simply would not missile) treaty ... that would confine
turn away from the basic interest of the research and testing and development to
the laboratory."
United States' allies in the free world
abandoning this."
He added: "There's nothing in the
He said Reagan had been prepared to ABM treaty about that, so this would
agree to a 10-year period of non- definitely be a change."
withdrawal from the Anti-Ballistic
"They described it as a strengthenMissile treaty, during which "the United
States was prepared to do ... testing ... ing," Shultz said, but he said the
American officials found that
permitted by the ABM treaty."
unacceptable
Asked whether the failure of the summit would produce feelings of animosiHe said the United States intends to
ty between Reagan and Gorbaches. pick up from
here and see what can
Shultz replied, "No, they were both develop "out of these
really extraordisappointed, but the discussion dinary discussions we had
here in Fteykthroughout was straightforward and jav ik."
bY
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Professors discuss summit
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Even
without an armS agreement, a stronger
rapport between President Reagan and
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev would
be a significant achievement at their
weekend encounter in Iceiand, say
several Maine professors.
James Warhola, a political science
professor .at the University of Maine,
said that if the two leaders can reach
"some tentative agreement on what the
substance of the (subsequent)summit is
to focus on, then that, in and of itself,
will make it an important meeting."
History professor Chip Hauss of Colby said a stable relationship will depend
not on who has the most sophisticated
weapons but on "a fundamental shift in
the way the countries relate to each
other."
Karen Erickson of the University of
Southern Maine said that agreements on
strategic concerns and vital interests will
amount to "tokenism," and any
substantive steps would involve regional
conflicts because those are easier to deal
with.
"What you have to do is scale back,
prioritize" and consider "where the interests are not quite so vital,' such as
in Afghanistan, she said.

1
V

The Soviets will attempt to keep arms
control at the top of the agenda and will
attempt to duck the human rights issue
as best they can because that is a
peripheral subject, a detraction from
what they consider to be most important, say the professors.
Hauss said that while an arms accord
may be leached in a later summit, "we
have never reached an arms control
agreement that substantially slowed the
arms race," and thus the importance
of rapport.
"What it takes is an understanding on
both sides of the fence that we have a
common interest in survival, which is to
get rid of nuclear weapons and find a
betterway of dealing with our con-

4u1•4114t410.2104

flicts."The Soviets, Nauss said, have feAred
being taken over ever since they were invaded in 1919, and their foreign policy
is built around that fear.
"We've got to take that into account.
That's part of the (Soviet) landscaping,
just like they have to take into account
the fact that we're a capitalist country."
He said improved communication
would foster a better understandingof
those factors.
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NEWS BRIEFS
Iraqi troops killed
in Iran attacks
NICOSA, Cyprus(AP) — Iran
said Sunday its commando units
backed by Kurdish guerrillas
struck deep inside Iraq for the second time in 24 hours, killing hundreds of Iraqi troops, while Iraq
announced its warplanes bombed
two Iranian cities.
Iran's official Tehran Radio said
the Saturday night operation was
an attack against military bases in
Koi Sanjaq and Altun Kopru,
north of the oil center of Kirkuk,
which was attacked the previous
night.
"Hundreds of Iraqi troops were
killed while security bases,'a local
headquarters of Iraq's ruling
Baath Party as well as fuel storage
centers and power installations
were dtstroyed," said the broadcast, monitored in London.
Koi Sanjaq and Altun Kopru are
Kurdish towns in the Kurdistan
mountains of northeast Iraq,
within 80 miles of the border with
Iran.
There was no immediate Iraqi
comment on the latest attacks. But
Iraq said its planes hit Shiraz and
Isfahan in Iran on Sunday and that
it had launched an overnight raid
on a large maritime target off
Iran's coast.

Party crashers kill
three in shooting
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Four
peopie who were turned away from
a party returned a short time later
and opened fire, wounding three
teen-agers early Sunday, police
said.
One bullet grazed the head of a
girl, one boy was shot in the chest
and another boy had gunshot
wounds on his arms and one hand,
police said. All three were reported

in good condition at a hospital,
said Officer Ralph Askew.
Askew said four males in a
pickup truck drove past the home
at about I a.m., firing a handgun.
The man had earlier tried to crash
the party and were involved in a
minor confrontation, Askew said.

Motorcyclist dies
after getting ticket
LOS ANGELES (AP) — An
hour after he was ticketed for carrying two passengers on his motorcycle, a teen-age biker was killed in
a crash early Sunday and his two
riders were injured, police said.
Kevin Murphy, 19, of Granada
Hill, died when his motorcycle
crosSed the center line and struck
two pickup trucks, police said. The
truck drivers were not injured.
Passengers Jennifer Powers, 17,
and Tim Clement, IS, both from
Granada Hills, suffered broken
bones and were reported in stable
condition, Officer Roy McFall
said.
McFall said witnesses estimated
Murphy was traveling 50 mph in
the 36 mph zone when he lost control of the motorcycle.

Boy killed, three
hurt after collision
TROY, Maine (AP) — A
14-year-old boy was killed and
three other teenagers were injured
when the car they were riding in
smashed into a tree trunk, state
police said.
Police said Travis Dodge of Unity, a passenger in the car, was killed in the Saturday-morning accident. The driver and two other
passengers were taken to a Waterville hospital. Clair Lebrecque, 16, of Fairfield,
lost control of the 1972 Chevrolet
Nova while rounding a curve, went
off the left side of the road and
struck a tree trunk, police said.
Lebrecque sustained head and

chest injuries, as did passenger
David Hubbard, 18, of Unity,
police said. Another passenger,
16-year-old James Hubbard of
Unity, suffered a back injury,
police said.
The cause of the accident was
under investigation.

the first such attack at the sprawling theme park.
"We have a program for moving
them out when they are in an area
where guests are, but obviously we
didn't move enough," he said.
Dr. Clinton Cavett, Paul's doctor, said the cuts on the boy's leg
were relatively superficial and did
not require surgery. He said he
didn't know when Paul would be
released from Orlando Regional
Medical Center.

Gator attacks boy
at Disney World

Mother Teresa
completes visit

ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — An
8-year-old boy attacked by an
alligator at a Walt Disney World
campground was in satisfactory
condition Sunday with a cut leg.
"It was frightening, but...we're
very fortunate it wasn't worse,"
said Roberta Santamaria of
Bristol, N.H.
She said her son Paul was attacked Friday when he went to
watch ducks waddling out of a
small pond where several canals
end.
"He squatted on the edge of the
pond or a canal among the
ducks," said Lt. Vinard Hitt of
the Florida game commission.
"The 'gator came out of the water
at that point and bit him on the
left leg."
The 7 -foot, 4-inch female reptile was later shot by game commission agents, The Orlando Sentinel reported Sunday.
Disney spokesman Bob Mervine
said that as far as he knows it was

DAR ES SALAAM, Tanzania
(AP) — Mother Teresa said her
visit to Tanzania was partly to
blame for the deaths of five people, killed when her plane plowed
into a crowd of well-wishers. But
she decided Sunday to complete
her trip.
A plane carrying the Nobel
Peace Prize winner, a second
passenger and the pilot veered into the crow in an aborted takeoff
Saturday. A nun, two boys and two
men were killed and two nuns were
slightly injured.
No one on the twin-engine
Cessna 402 was hurt. The cause of
the accident is still under investigation. Church officials quoted the
pilot, a Norwegian identified a
Rolf Klemesten, as saying the
plane moved to the right suddenly
as it gained speed.
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Somewhere in Time appeals to heavy-metal fans

Football Bears win for Homecoming crowd
by Tim Toiler
Staff Writer

Review

cards for those who appreciate Iron
Maiden. At the same time, it is the element that irritates those who don't.
High, clear and vibrating when
Dickinson reaches the end of nearly
esery musical sentence, it is as if he
bleeds the sound from his vocal chords
with a rosined boa.
Drummer Nicko McBrain, with the
help of at least 12 or so over-used cymbals, seems to be in constant competition to keep up wit_h_guitar hackers Dave
Murray and Adrian Smith. Bassist Steve
Harris suffers from the same limitation
on most of the tunes.
Somewhere In Time heads off with
"Caught Somewhere In Time." The
lyrics describe temptation by the Devil,
but sexual undertones of the human
kind are evident:
"Can I tempt you come with me/ Be
Devil may care fulfill your dream/ If 1
said I'd take you there: Would you go
would you be scared."
But at over sesen minutes long,
"Caught Somewhere In Time" is neither

By Kelley Bouchard
Metal lives — you have to give the performers and the fans credit for that.
In the same way roaches have become
resistant to pesticides, so too has Iron
Maiden sury ived.
Their latest album, Somewhere In
Time, will please The Grim Reaper and
all of his associates. But little of this
51-minute. I8-second bonanza la standard album length for Iron Maiden) is
destired for major airplay.
_
Defining heavy metal rock and roll is
as difficult as trying to pinpoint the personal essence of morals or ethics. Music
that is considered metal by one person
may not even merit consideration by a
true metal connoisseur.
Iron Maiden appeals to a wide range
of metal fans all over the world, and in
that way they are perhaps the epitome
of the heavy metal band today.
The voice of lead singer Bruce Dickinson is probably one of the major calling

good enough nor interesting enough to
be the album's Sale cut.
"Wasted Years" is the cleanest cut on
Somewhere In Time, featuring interesting bass work by Harris throughout
a smooth chorus:
"So understand/ Don't waste your
time always searching for those wasted
years/ Face up ... make your stand/ And
realise you're living in the golden
years."
-Dueling guitar MRS 041 "Wasted
Years" between Dave Murray and Adrian
Smith are also skillfully done.
"Sea Of Madness" stretches into
"Heaven Can Wait" on a foundation
supported by Dickinson's crooning and
chased by Harris' frenetic bass.
"Loneliness Of The Long Distance
Runner" starts off on the right foot and
then trips when the. lyrics are suddenly
spat out in rapid fire along side an annoying beat constantly maintained with
cymbals.
The same thing happens on "DejaYu" and "Alexander The Great."

"Deja-vu" begins with a beautiful,
mournfully slow intro that gets lost in
the rush to get to the end of the song.
The dramatic guitar intro to "Alexander The Great" calls to mind the work
of Mark Knopfler in Dire Straits,and
shows what Iron Maiden. is capable of.
The rest of the song is merely a
reminder of what too much percussion
and bass can do to the lyrics of an
already boring, historical elegy.
_iron ,Maiden's _newer use of guitar
synth shows up on "Stranger In A
Strange Land." This fleshing-out gives
it a well-rounded, powerful sound and
the band slows down its pace just
enough to let you catch some pretty
good lyrics:
"One hundred years have gone and
merragain they came that way/ To find
the answer to the mystery/ They found
his body lying where it fell that day/
Preserved in time for all to see."
And so Iron Maiden preserves its
status quo with Somewhere In Time.

A Chorus Line pleases Arts Center audience
Review

any other, expressed the feeling that Pervaded the entire production.
The characters were all special, all different, and someone had to choose between them, accepting sornand rejecting
others.
Some were young and fresh, just
beginning their lives and careers. Others
were seasoned veterans hoping for that
one last --show.
The audience groaned with disappointment as the final cuts were made.
It was difficult to see any of the
characters not make it and everyone had
their personal favorites.
The subject matter of the individual
vignettes ranged. from the unusual
childhood experiences of Bobby,"the
kind of kid who used to get slammed in -

Susan J. Plourde
Those who came to A Chorus Line expecting a typical boy/girl love story
musical were disappointed.
Typical, it was not.
From the lively opening number to
show stopping finale, A Chorus Line
was refreshingly different.
Loosely structured, the play had no
central story line. Instead, it flowed as
a series of brief, behind-the-scenes
glimpses that give insight into the
thoughts and lives of a troupe of auditioning dancers.
At. one point.Cassie„ portrayed by
Mary Lou Barber, said, "We're all
special." That statement, more than

Ito lockers," played to perfection by
Raymond Lee Kannedy, to the
Hollywood failures of Cassie, who is trying to start her career over in the chorus.
Many of -the material touched on
adult themes, like homosexuality and
sex. The song "Hello Twelve, Hello Thirteen, Hello Love" captured the confused feelings and anxieties of puberty.
Unfortunately, the acoustics of the
new Maine Center for the Arts left much
to be desired. Many of the individual
-performances could not be heard by
those in the balcony.
The over-exuberance of the orchestra
completed the picture by drowning out
those-voices that the poor-acoustics did
not get to first.
Despite these problems, A Chorus

Line was wonderful. Ii particularly excelled in the production numbers. They
were well-choreographed and vibrant.
Thankfully, the orchestra managed to
restrain itself during the "What I Did
For Love" number. This haunting tune
is a tribute to all those who strive for any
goal.
The "One" finale was heart stopping.
Those audience members who did not
tap their feet to the music or hum the
tune on the way out were difficult to
locate in the crowds of smiling faces.
There were a few doubts as to why A
Chorus Line has remained on Broadway
since it opened on July 25
.
, 1975, add is
the longest running musical.
This line from "One" says it all, the
play truly is "one'singular sensation."
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Cast of A Chorus Line in action at Saturday's performance. (Pierce photo)

For all those who had any questions
about the strength Of the University 13f
Maine's football team, their questions
should have been answered, as the Black
Bears trounced a strong Northeastern
University team by a score of 38-21.
Saturday's contest was viewed by over
8,309 fans and alumni who watched the
Black Bears dominate the NCAA's Division I-AA top rushing offense in the
"Our defensive team had to be
respnsible and carry' out their
assignments to stop their Wishbone running attack, and that's exactly what they
did." Black Bears coach Buddy
Tees-ens said. "We played close to errorfree defense_ and were very seldom out
of position at any given time.
-It is a real big credit to the kids and the
defensive coaching staff," added
Teesens..
The strong defensive performance of
the Black Bears seemed to set the tone
for the offensive team as they came out
on their first possession and scored a
touchdown on Sergio Hebra's first collegiate pass of his career, just 3:50 into
the game.
"We worked on the reverse pass - all
week in practice and I was surprised to
see us use it that early in the game,"
Hebra said.
"I took the hand off from Bobby
Wilder and made it look as though it
was an ordinary reverse play, but Steve
Roth beat his man and he was open for
the score," Hebra added.
Pete Borjestedt got the "nod" from
head coach Teevens and kicked the PAT
to make the score 7-0 in favor of Maine.

•

The Black Bear defense continued to
dominate as they stopped the Huskies in
three straight plays, and forced them to
punt.
The Black Bears retained possession
of the ball on the punt at their own 48
yard line, and the offense took,no time
in marching the ball down intcrscoring
position.
Wilder completed a sideline pass to
freshman Jeff Knox for a 13 yard gain.
On the ensuing play, Jim Fox took a
handoff and found some daylight for a
16yardgain before being stopped_ata_te
Northeastern 23 yard line.
After some good defensive play by the
Huskies, Maine was forced to try a 43
yard field goal attempt by Pete Borjestedt, who nailed it to give the Black
Bears a 10-0 lead with 8:50 left in the
first quarter.
Maine's defense continued their strong
play and allowed Northeastern to move
the ball only two yards into Black Bear
territory.
UMaine regained posession at their
own 14 yard line after a fine punt by
Huskies Bill Sansone.
On the first play of this offensive
series, Black Bear standout running back
Doug Dorsey fumbled the ball and it was
recovered by Nottheastern's Sal Lupoli
to set up the Huskies first score.
On a third and goal play from the six
yard line, Jeff Ferguson took a pitch
from Huskies quaterback Jim O'Leary
and scampered around-the end into the
end zone for the score. Kicker Lance
Gordon completed the PAT to make the
score 10-7 in favor of Maine.
Maine got the ball back on the kickoff
and began to march the ball down the
field again, starting from their own 41
yard line.

Ice Hockey eagerly
awaiting new season
Mike Bourque
Staff Writer

Guy Perron tied the icoiel-T with the
assist going to freshman center Chuck
Santoro.
White team's Jay Mazur put his team
Going in to toe game the UMaine
back on top 16 seconds later when he
hockey team was sure of one thing. Theytook a pass from Dave Wensley and shot
would be victorious.
In the Black Bears' final tune up it past the goaltender.
The third period scoring opened when
before Wednesday's game against the
Rob
University of New Brunswick, Coach the Blue's Rob Braccia took a
Massara pass and skated in alone.
Jay Leach's White team defeated Coach
With about use minutes left in the
Bruce Crowder's Blue team, 5-3.
the first of
Maine is eagerly awaiting its upcom- game Todd Studnicka scored
a Jack Caing Hockey East season with a kind of his twp goals on a tip in off
puano shot from the point with
cautious confidence.
Scremin
"We're confident but not too confi- freshman defenseman Claudio
dent," said freshman winger Christian also assisted on the goal.
About a minute later, captain Dave
Lalonde.
Nonis gave the White team a 4-2 lead on
Overall, team speed seems to be one a beautiful pass from Lalonde.
of the biggest changes from last year's
Senior John Baker scored Blue's final
team to this year's team.
goal with freshmen Jim Burke and Per"I've got a lot of thoroughbreds. and ron chalking up assists.
I've got to let them run," Head Coach
The final tally came with less than a
Shawn Walsh said. "With guys like Todd minute left, as Studnicka scored his seJenkins, Bobby Corkum, and Mike cond goal into a empty net to make the
Golden with Lalonde and Guy Perron final 5-3.
thrown in, we're going to be really fast.
Highly touted freshman Dave Ca"I've tried (in recruiting) to change puano was unable to play due to a tender
this team from being strictly strong, like shoulder but will be ready to go for the
they- were two years ago, to more of a season opener Wednesday against New
speed-oriented team."
Brunswick.
The team came out of the game
Bob Corkum opened the scoring for
freshman
the White team 19 seconds into the se- relatively injury free except for
Jack
cond period with a goal assisted by. Bill Bodwell who took a shot from
Capuano on the knee
linemates Lalonde and Jenkins.

Wilder held on to the ball on a
quarterback keeper to give Maine a first
down at the Northeastern 48 yardline.
On the next play, Fox broke loose around

the right encrfor a gain of eight and Northeastern committed a personal_ foul
which moved the ball down to the 26
yard line.
(see FOOTBALL page 8)

Foot ball round-up
YANKEE CONFERENCE
Delaware State 32, Connecticut 31
*Delaware 41, Massachusetts 13
New Hampshire 20, Lafayette 16
NFL
LA Raiders 14, Seattle 10
Miami 27, Buffalo 14
Chicago.20, Houston 7
Detroit 21, Green Bay 14

Cleveland 20, Kansas City- 7
Atlanta 26, LA Rams 14
New Orleans 17, Indianapolis 14
NY Jets 31, New England 24
St. Louis 30, Tampa Bay 19
Dallas 30, Washington 6
NY Giants 35, Philadelphia 3
Minnesota 27,San Francisco 24 OT
Denver 31, San Diego 14
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Women's volleyball thrives
as club sport at UMaine
by Donna Trask
Staff Writer
Women's volleyball was abandoned as a varsity team three years ago,
but the sport is thriving as a club at
the University of Maine this fall.
Women's volleyball became part of
the UMaine Volleyball Club when the
team was abolished, and according to
coach Charlie Slavin, the women have
faired well in competition this fall.
The club consists of four groups
undergraduate
men,
undergrachiate women, graduate or
faculty men and graduate or faculty
women. Slavin, assistant professor of
mathematics at UMaine, said the
undergraduate women play other college teams throughout the state, and
all of the women players participate
in open competitions against other
clubs.
The women's undergraduate squad
won it's first two matches of the
season against Unity College 15-4,
and Thomas College 15-5. Although
the women faired well against these
two colleges, Slavin said Unity and
Thomas both have fairly new, inexperienced teams.
"Almost every other college in
Maine has a varsity team," Slavin
said.
Of the ten years that UMaine had
a women's varsity volleyball team. the
Black Bears won nine state championships. Slasin said.
A rumor was circulated last spring
stating that the National College
Athletics Association wanted UMaine
to have one more women's varsity

sport, and that sport would be either
volleyball or soccer. Slavin said the
last he heard, nothing had been done
yet.
Sias in said volleyball is a very
popular sport on the West Coast, and
it is slowly moving east.
"The performance of the men's and
women's teams in the(1984)Olympics
sparked interest in the sport," he
said.
Julie Whitney, a sophomore from
North Reading, Mass. began playing
volleyball competitively during her
freshman year in high school.
Whitney said she enjoys playing for
the club. "I like (playing for the club)
as long as we keep playing. I wish it
were a little more organized and intense though," Whitney said.
Slavin said one of the frustrations
of being reduced to club status is that
some school's athletic departments
won't let their teams play against
clubs.
"Bowdoin college had an open date
because Husson was forced to drop
volleyball due to lack of interest. Lynn
Cochran, co-president of the squad,
called the Bowdoin coach, but they
are not allowed to play us because
we're a club," Slavin said.
Whitney said the strength of the
club lies in the talents of the three experienced seniors. She said there are
people on campus who are probably
interested in playing volleyball, "but
they don't know about the club, or
don't think it's serious enough. We
need the people out there.who want
to play."

•Football
The Black Bears move4 the ball down
to the 12 yard line on ri4ss by Fox and
Mike Walsh before the e d of the first
period.
Fox carried the ball around the right
end on the next play to bring the ball to
the four yard line, setting up for Maine's
second touchdown of the afternoon.
Two plays later, Fox went up the middle for the touchdown, and with Borjestedes PAT it made the score 17-7 with
Maine in the lead.
Northeastern got posession of the ball
again, only to fumble it away to the
Black Bears on the Maine 34 yard line.
Lonnie Hooker fumbled the ball on a
bad pitch from O'Leary and it was
recovered by UMaine's Scott Nason.
The Black Bears moved the ball on the
ground and in the air to the Northeastern 44 yard line.
Wilder then completed a pass to tightend Tony Lanza who caght the ball on
the right side of the field and out ran the
defenders for a 44 yard touchdown play,
and with the kick by Borjestedt it gave
Maine a 24-7 lead with 10:40 left in the
second quarter.
The battle continued without a score
until tfie last minute of the first half
when Northeastern blocked a punt by
Steve Bell and recovered the ball at the
29 yard line of Maine.
Northeastern ran the ball down to the
one yard line on several plays and despite
some tough goal line defense by Maine,
quarterback O'Leary ran the ball in for
the score with 44 seconds left in the half.
The extra point was missed by Gordon
and the score became 24-13 in favor of
Maine.
The second half saw Maine's offense
come out a little shaky, as on the second
play from the line of scrimmage. Wilder
threw the ball while in the grasp of a
Husky defender, and it was intercepted
by Demarest at the Maine 30 yard line.
Northeastern drove the ball down to
goal line but only to be denied by some

(continued from page 7)

very hard hitting from - the Maine
defense.
On a second and goal from the two,
O'Leary tried to keep the ball and go up
the middle, only to be met by Maine
linebacker Steve Root, who popped him
hard, forcing the ball loose and it was
recovered by Steve Donahue in the end
zone.
Maine's defense continued to hold
back the Wishbone attack and Northeastern never made it past the 45 yard
line of Maine the rest of the period.
Maine got posession of the ball late
in the third quarter and thanks to a 26
yard run by Wilder, they were able to
move the ball into scoring position once
again.
The Black Bears got the ball down to
the one yardline, and on a third and goal
took the ball off left tackle for the
score with 0000 showing on the clock.
The extra point was good, and Maine
now took a comanding lead of 3113.
There was no scoring in the fourth
quarter until the 3:38 mark when Northeastern came back and recovered a
fumble on a bad snap to punter Steve
Bell on the Maine 13 yard line.
Northeastern was finally able to put
the ball in the endzonc six plays later on
a keeper by O'Leary from four yards out.
The two point cnversion was good on a
completed pass to split end Derrick Luby
and the score was now 3121, Maine.
On the ensueing kick off, Northeastern attempted an onsides kick
which failed because it did not travel the
full ten yards.
Maine got posession of the ball at tile
Huskies 44 yardline, and five plays later,
Wilder found Hebra on a 20 yard pass
into the end zone for the final score of
the game. Borjestedt completed the PAT
and the final score of the game held at
38-21.
"Mentally and physically this game
should prepare us for UMass next
weekend," coach Teevens said.

Field hockey wins 2-0
by Kevin Sjoberg
Staff Writer

What: Sign up for Senior Portrait.
Where: Table near the newscounter'
in the Union

When: Wednesday October 22
Thursday October 23
Friday October 24
8:00a.m.-4:00p.m.
This is your chance to pick the best time for
you to have your Senior Portrait. Portraits will
be taken the weeks of Oct.27, Nov.3, and Nov.10
from 9-5. Please sign up in advance on Oct. 22,
23, or 24! The Portraits are free, and will only
be taken on these dates.

The University of Maine field hockey
team snapped a four-game losing streak
Sunday by defeating Hofstra University
2-0 in the consolation game of the Maine
Invitational tourney.
In Saturday's first-round action,
Maine outshot the University of Lowell
48-5. but came up short in the only
category that counts, scoring, and were
defeated I-0.
Maine controlled the pace of the game
throughout, except for a Sharon Scott
goal at the 6:49 mark of the first -period
to give Lowell a lead they would never
relinquish.
The Black Bears were unable to take
advantage of 26 penalty corners that
they were faced with during the action.
Maine Coach Jeri Waterhouse
credited the Lowell squad for a fine effort against her team.
"You must hand it to Lowell, they
played outstanding defense," she said.
Sue Hannigan made two saves in goal
for Maine, while Lowell's Kim Furlong
stopped 11 Black Bear attempts.
On Sunday, Maine..got back on the
winning column, scoring both goals
within 21
/
2 minutes of action in the first
period of play to defeat the Hofstra
University Flying Dutchwomen 2-0.
Senior captain Laurie Carroll opened
the scoring at the 28:41 mark of the
opening stanza with a goal off an assist
from Allison McBurnie.

Maine's Michelle Lambert quickly
followed with an unassisted goal at the
26:26 mark to round out the scoring.
Maine controlled the tempo
throughout the first half, while in the se- cond half Hofstra fell short on a number
of offensive surges.
Waterhouse attributed the Sunday's
victory to "another team effort" by her
players.
"In order for us to win, it must be a
team effort. Today we got one," said
Waterhouse.
"It was definitely a relief to win this
one after four straight losses."
Tina Ouellette saved five shots on goal
for Maine, all coming in the second half.
The team will embark on a five day
trip to Virginia on Thursday, with games
against William and Mary College, the
University of Virginia, the University of
Richmond, Virginia Commonwealth
University, and the country's no. 1 team,
the University of North Carolina.
"We've got a lot of work ahead of us
in the next three days," said
Waterhouse. "Sunday's game was a step
toward that preparation."
Waterhouse said that the team cannot
be counted out of post-season tournament contention yet, especially with this
weekend's important action ahead.
"Whenever you play the nation's
number one team, its always a big game.
Until that game is played, we still have
a good chance to place well in the New
England polls," she said.
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Bost makes UMaine funding
,
a top re-election priority
by Jan Vertefeuille
Staff Writer
Currently running unopposed for the District 129 seat in
the Maine House of Representatives, Democrat Stephen Bost
said it has allowed him to have
a more relaxed campaigning
schedule.
The incumbent's seat includes Clifton, Eddington,
Veazie, and Orono front part of
Forest Avenue to the Veazje line.
Bost said he would like to see
a
permanent
funding
mechanism in the Legislature
that would allow regular increases in university funding.
"The university has been
plagued by chronic underfunding,"- he said. "All other
issues pale in comparison."
Bost said that the Visiting
Committee's Report last spring
"served as a catalyst for some
much needed change" in public
and legislative attitudes toward
university funding.
A two-term state representative, and a member of the
Legislature's joint standing
committee on education, Bost
said the process of making the
public aware of the need for
substantial support for higher
education is a slow one.
Bost also said he doesn't
want to see the UMaine
Chancellor's office moved from
Bangor to Augusta as has been
discussed by the UMaine's
board of trustees.
"To move the office would be
fiscally irresponsible," he

said, coming right before the
November elections when voters
will be asked to fund a $7.7
million bond issue for the
university.
Some believe that moving the
chancellor's office to Augusta
will be beneficial by enabling
the chancellor to be near the
Legislature.
But Bost said that "simple
proximity to the Statehouse"
will not be advantageous and

see more emphasis and power
given to the individual campus
presidents.
Bost said if re-elected he
would push to inCrease the
state's share of 1:-,‘! cost for
public education.
The state currently funds 58
percent of the local cost of running a school and Bost would
like to see the state pay 65 percent of the cost, he said.
The state also needs to ex-

"The university has been
plagued by chronic underfunding. All other issues pale by
comparison.
Rep. Stephen Bost.
D-Orono
that there will be "no political
gains made by an Augusta
The role of the chancellor
and his office needs to be examined and evaluated, Bost
said.
He said there is the possibility of a committee being formed in the House in the upcoming session to examine the structure of the UMaine system and
see what changes need to be
made. Bost said if this is formed he will be a committee
member.
He also said he would like to

amine its disposal of low-tomid-level radioactive waste.
Maine needs to be "cautious
what ii accepts from other
, states" he said.
Bost said he is going to wait
for the Legislature's select corn- mince on property tax reform
to examine the state's reliance
on property tax. He said he
would like to see changes in that
system.
Although Bost is unopposed,
Dennis McConnell of the
Orono Republicans said a writein
candidate
is
being
considered.

A three member visiting committee finished its critique of
the University of Maine's
Residential Life program early
Wednesday.
The committee was made up
of Iowa State University
Residential Life staff.
The consultants were as
follows: Thomas Theilen, vice
president for Student Services;
Chuck Fredricksen, director of
Residential Life; and Stuart
Burger, the director of Food
Services.
While they were here the consultants met with Scott Anchors, acting director of
Residential Life; Thomas Aceto,
vice president of Student and
Administrative Services; Dwight
Rideout, assistant vice president
and dean of Student Services;
and the directors of the five
,campus complexes.
The team also met with Dave
Mitchell, president of the
General Student Senate. The
consultants came to critique the
strengths and weaknesses of the
UMaine system.
Aceto said previously that
Iowa State was chosen because
of its similarity to UMaine.

"We visited with a wide variety of people and everyone was
very open and concerned with
the program," said Burger.
"Our job was to evaluate the
people and the depatments and
make recommendations on
them. Everything was open to
our scrutiny and there was no
limit to what we could look at
if we wanted to.
"Some of the critical things
we were looking at were the size
of the departments compared
with the size of the student
body. If a department was too
small to handle the need obviously we would recommend a
change," Burger said.
The team of consultants
visited the campus Oct. 6 and 7
gathering information for their
report. Each member will
receive a 1,660 honorarium.
The deadline for the report
was set for Nov. I, but according to Burger the report may
take a month to six weeks to
finish.
"We want to weigh all the findings very carefully," he said.
The critique came at the request of the Residential Life
staff, which is in the process of
interviewing for a new director.
Ross Moriarty resigned the
position in early September.

Commuter office helps
off-campus students
by Christopher Hames
Staff Writer
With a majority of University of Maine students living off-campus, Commuter Services has an important
mission, said Maxine Harrow, assistant dean of student
services.
"We want the campus to be more than a parking lot
for commuters," Harrow said.
Many commuter students, according to Harrow, never
find out about the various programs and opportunities
available on campus. Commuter Services tries to "make
the campus more open to them and make them feel comfortable," she said.
"We would like commuters to have the same opportunities those students in residence halls have," said
Harrow.
"We want thcith to take advantage of the cultural opportunities that a college campus provides," she said.
Harrow said the job of the office of Commuter Services is to "get commuters involved" and "tell them what i
we have to offer."
According to Harrow, her office provides housing information. carpooling information, bus schedules,
childcare and babysitting referral, information on programs available to non-traditional students, and study skill
programs.
Harrow said Commuter Services runs independent
counseling and academic success programs to provide
commuters with the same services on-campus students
receive.

(see SERVICES page 2)
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Anchors wins award for housing article •Services
by Linda McGivern
Staff Writer
From the conversation, it was clear the
award-winner was probably an extrovert,
someone the Myers-Briggs test deems to
be interested in the results of his job.
Scott Anchors, acting director of
Residential Life and John Hale, of Affiliated Chemical Dependency Services
of Bangor, won the award for best
manuscript of the year from College &
University
Housing
Officers
International.
The article, entitled "Selfselection Patterns of College Roommates as Identified by the Myers-Briggs type indicator," won the 1986 award based
on criteria such as the quality of writing,
and the significance of the article to the
field of housing.
Anchors said the international
organization selects one research article
that seems to represent outstandin-g
research and scholarship in the field.
"We approached the work in a little
more scholarly way," he said. "I'd like
to think that is why we got the
award.''
Anchors and Hale started collecting
data in 1982. and liad the written pan
of the manuscript_ finished and published in 1985.
The article deals with how roommates
select one another before they come to

the university. It uses 500 students as the
basis of the research
One of the conclusions of the research
is that some types of people are attracted
to people who are the same, and others
to people who are different.
.
"Our research was unique," Anchors said. "We had a large sample size
and we attracted students in a more
scientific way."
Gregory Stone, York Complex director, said the Myers-Briggs test is administered to all new students, but is only used to match about 40 percent of
them in campus residence halls
Of the 2.000 new students taking the
test, 500-600' are matched with the
Myers-Briggs. When the test is used,
students who possess almost the same
characteristics based on Myers-Briggs
results are matched.
He said the number of matched roommates is low because sometimes students
choose a specific roommate or dorm, or
they are registered in a specific college.
Residential Life has been using the
Myers-Briggs test internally for about
eight years. It has been used to assign
roommate; approximately five years.
"It's an important tool that can be used in organizations and businesses,"
Stone said. -We (Residential Life) use it
to understand what we're doing."

BLOOM COUNTY

He said the test helps people understand how they go about living.
"Most students think it should be confidential. But it is not about something
that is hidden in your brain.., like you
want to kill your father," Stone said.
The Myers-Briggs identifies eight
areas in which people have strengths and
weaknesses. The four function areas.are:
sensing, intuition, thinking, and feeling.
The four attitudes are as follows: introverted, extroverted, judging. and
perceptive.
A student's answers to approximately
160 questions on the Myers-Briggs test
types them in these categories and then
matches
them
accordingly.
Anchors said he and Hale did not
look at the success rate of the Myers.
Briggsin their research because of the
usual existence of triples on campus.
"In that case someone has to leave
anyway, so we don't evaluate it," he
said.
Anchors said sometimes it is more important for students to perceive they are
similar than to actually be similar.
-It's more important they think
they're alike," he said.
Although there is no extensive
research on whether the Myers-Briggs increases student satisfaction, Anchors
said other researchers have supported
matching people with the test.
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"Those students in residence halls
already have people to talk to," Harrow said. "Commuters often need help
On college campuses, a major problem commuters often face deals with
the availability of parking spaces, said
Dan Vanwagnem, activities director of
the Off-Campus Board.
Vanwagnem said his office has received several complaints concerning campus parking this semester.
"Parking is a problem," said Vanwagnem. "If you don't get on campus
by eight o'clock you park in the mud (by
the textbook annex lot):'
Harrow' said Commuter Services has
not heard much about a parking
problem.
"There have not been a lot of complaints about parking this year," she
said.
Harrow said she enjoys her walk to the
office each morning. Given that students
are sedentary by nature, she said she
believed many other commuters enjoy
these walks as well.
Commuter Services is located on the
main floor of the Memorial Union
across from the Hole in the Wall Gallery.
Commuters who have a problem or
need any commuting-related information can drop by during office hours, or
call 581-1820.
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Two Americans killed in San "Salvador quake
U.S. Embassy spokesman Jake
Gillespie said two Americans, who also
held Salvadoran citizenship and lived in
San Salvador, were killed. They were
identified as Jose Mauricio Juarez, in his
40s, and Yolanda Suzanne Stets, 12.
Crowds downtown stood behind
roped off areas Monday guarded by the
army and watched rescuers use cranes.
torches and bare hands. The stench of
dead bodies rose in the stifling heat.
Some stores and restaurants reopened Monday, but in most cases owners
only wanted to assess damages.
Duarte said the city suffered S2 billion
in damage and that every government
building in this Central American capital
was hit, including the presidential palace.
Government operations were moved
to the military command headquarters.

At Bermeja Cern_etery on the southern
outskirts of San Salvador, a line of 26
open graves awaited earthquake victims
early Monday.
Within hours, th newly dug holes
began to fill as fam ies came to bury
their dead, singly and in groups.
On the other side of the cemetery,
near the administration buildings,
workers were digging a pit 50 feet long.
30 feet wide, 20 feet deep.
"This is for people who don't have any
money," said cemetery worker Alexander Cedeno, 20, motioning to the pit.
"Over there," he said, pointing across
the gently sloping hill where the graves
stood open, "is for the people who can
afford it."
Cemetery superintendent Humberto

Lopez said 174 people had been buried
at Bermeja since Friday.
The quake seemed to strike at random, cracking or destroying some structures, bypassing others. Some homes
suffered only plaster cracks. Others were
reduced to rubble. Buildings bore gaping holes, shards of glass hung
perilously.
Schoo) children were given a twoweek
vacation. The state of emergency continued. The newspaper La Prensa
Grafica published for the first time since
the quake.
In the working-class San Jacinto
neighborhood, the hardest hit, orphans
slept outside in metal cots moved from
their damaged homes. Bulldozers
scooped up debris from a brick school
wall that collapsed on several youngsters.

Many of those affected the worst had
fled to the capital from areas ravaged by
the 7-year civil war between leftist rebels
and the U.S.-supported government.
Hundreds of shanty wood houses
crumbled.
Duarte said 20 mercy flights from
abroad had brought food, medicines,
clothing and temporary shelters. But he
cited a shortage of temporary shelter and
medicines such as tetanus 'vaccine,
anesthetics, antibiotics and analgesics.
The six major hospitals in the capital
were damaged, with patients being
treated outside.
Miguel Guidos, director of the Maternity Hospital, said they are delivering
about 50 babies a day there in the parking tot.

Experts hope summit failure is short term
WASHINGTON (AP)— A variety of
Soviet affairs experts said Monday they
hope the failure of the Iceland summit
will not lead to a suspension of arms
control efforts or an extended period of
superpower hostility.
Experts normally sympathetic to
President Reagan's strategic arms positions raised questions about the wisdom
of his decision to meet with Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev without prior
assurances of a constructive outcome.
Princeton University Professor
Stephen F. Cohen said he was concerned about whether Gorbachev could persist with his policy of "compromises and
conciliation" with the United States,
given the setback at Reykjavik-.
"I think historians may look back on
yesterday, Sunday, Oct. 12, as a kind of
turning point and a very sad one,"
Cohen said on NBC's "Today" show.
Former Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr. said he saw "a veiled threat" by
the Soviets "to stretch their muscles" in
West Berlin or in Europe or in some
other trouble spot around the world.

However. Haig told the Cable News
Network, he is not too concerned that
such a scenario will happen "because it
was the Russian that needed this summit, the Russian that wanted it and the
Russian that would have achieved the
most benefit from it."
Helmut Sonnenfeldt, who served as a
top aid to then-Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger in the 1970's, and now an
associate fellow at the Brookings Institution here, said he does not believe the
Soviets "are prepared to let the entire
relationship sour."

dismantling of "Star Wars" or the
Strategic Defense Initiative.
Zbigniew Brzezinski, national security advisor under President Jimmy
Carter, praised Reagan for holding firm
on SDI but said Reagan was ill-advised
to go to Iceland in the first place.
Brzezinski told Associated Press
Radio he believes Gorbachev sought to
set a trap for Reagan at Iceland but the

tactic failed when the president refused
to scuttle SDI.
Former Defense Secretary Harold
Brown said Reagan should have shown
more flexibility on SDI.
Patrick Buchanan, White House chief
of communications, told ABC-TV he
believes the Soviets will return to the
bargaining table if Congress gives
Reagan full funding for SDI. -

"I don't see them taking any huge
risks," Sonnenfeldt said in a telephone
interview.
Louis G. Fields, a former U.S
representative_ to the Conference on
Disarmament, said he believes the two
sides will be able to build on the arms
reduction proposals they made at
Reykjavik.
But, he told CNN, progress will not
be possible if the Soviets continue to insist that any agreement include U.S.
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Any 3 "midline" cassettes (reg. 3.99ea.) only $11.00. Name
artists - great titles - hundreds to choose from!
1)r. Records & Mr. Fisk 20 Main St. Orono 866-71174

This is your chance to pick the best time for
you to have your Senior Portrait. Portraits will
be taken the weeks of Oct.27, Nov.3, and Nov.10
from 9-5. Please sign up in advance on Oct. 22,
23, or 24! The Portraits are free, and will 'only
be taken on these dates.
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Editorial
Make the bozo pay

I

t is amazing how many students show up in
class on exam days.
These people rarely, if ever, show their faces
in class during the lectures. This "missing student
syndrome" is particularly prevalent in classes where
the professors do not take daily attendance. In
these classes, at least half of the available seats are
empty.
Are college • students so childish that attendance
must be taken in order to mandate their presence?
Surprisingly enough, these classrooms are filled
to overflowing on exam days. Students enrolled in
the class mysteriously materialize.
Where were these people on all the other days?
Are they so intelligent that the lecture information is unnecessary to their comprehension of the
subject?
How wonderful that must be!
Or, are they so stupid that they do not care
about the quality of the education that they (or
more than likely someone else) are paying dearly
for?
Why, then, are they here taking up the space
that a more serious student could be occupying?
Perhaps, (and this is the most infuriating
possibility) they. are somehow receiving copies of
someone else's class notes.
What person in their right mind would sit and
diligently take notes and then hand them over to
some bozos who never attend class?
For money? To curry. friendship? Out of some
sense of obligation?
Most of these reasons are incomprehensible.- Will

you become their friend if you give away your
notes, or their sucker?
If these people are already' your friends, isn't it
in their best interests to encourage them to expand
their own minds through class participation.
What sort of obligation would compel a person
to do such a ridiculous thing?
Unless you owe the note moochers your life, no
other obligation comes to mind that would justify
handing over the fruits of your classroom labor.
Could these students be paying someone else to
take notes for them?
Materialistic capitalists on campus would leap at
this opportunity.
If you are going to go to class and take notes
anyway, why not sell them?
This way the students who take the notes will
derive some benefit from their hard work.
And the students who buy them will have to give
up some of their cqld hard cash for the privilege.
This reason, and no other, forces the moochers
to sacrifice something nearer and dearer to the, hearts of most college students than time—money.
Make the bozos pay, its the only. way.
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wher
Rebecca Smith

Things that
slither at night
Was it a dreanf, or was it real?
Dreams are so odd. Did you ever wonder
why some dreams are so vivid, while most
are forgotten as if you spent hours of you
life in a state of total nothingness?
Sometimes dreams can be so life-like that
they are confusing.
I remember returning to school after
Spring vacation. I'd been back for a few
days, but I hadn't seen a friend of mine that
I usually saw everyday.
I took a nap in the afternoon. I awoke
at 5 p.m. after dreaming that my friend
discovered she was pregnant over break,
that
married her boyfriend and stopped
afternoon to tell me she dropped out of
school.
Perplexed. I sat up in bed and thought
"Did she come by and tell me this, or was
I dreaming."
I decided the simple solution was to call
my friend. If she was in her dorm room.
I was probably dreaming. I called her, she
was there, the mystery was solved and we
both had a good laugh.
Other dreams aren't as commonplace,
but are just as vivid.
One thing I have always been afraid of
is snakes, so what better creature is there
to invade my dreams?
For some reason I was in England with
a group of people including my sister and
a friend of my father's. Hugh.
We walked down a long sterile hallway,
it looked like a modern hospital, and
entered the last door on the right.
Suddenly the dream tranformed from
modern to antique. The furniture was old
and musty. I took a shower and sat down
on the bed to dress.
Then I realized there was a snake on the
bed.
I ran across the room to my sister,
screaming, and the snake followed me. Lisa
Hugh and f ran out of the rorim, outside
the Hotel and jumped into my two-door
hatchback Subaru (real).
The snake hovered outside the car.
The parking lot looked like it belonged
to a New England motel, and I recognized
the scene as being Calais, Maine, near the
border patrol.
The snake followed me to Calais!
I decided to go across the border to
Canada, on the theory that snakes can't live
in Canada's climate.
At that point I woke up and searched
around my room to make sure the snake
hadn't come to Milford. I checked the closet
and under the bed, and thee put my PoPPY
on theTnd, of my bed for protection.
Pretty strange, huh?
Some people try to analyze dreams, but
I don't think such analyses would work.
Dreams are too odd.
Myself, I just think of dreams as a cheap
form of entertainment. The problem is
when the horror shows come on—I never
liked them.
Rebecca Smith is the type ofperson who
dreams about headlines and straight
paragraphs.
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Response
Ignorance of danger
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To the editor:

The Vain, 1 U11111111, welcomes letters to the editor
and commentaries. Letter', should be 31 words or
less: commentaries should be about 450 w rds.
%minimums letters or commentaries are
selcome. but names will be withheld froy'
publication onls under special
cimunwstances. The Maine Lam pus
resent, the right to edit letters
and commentaries for length.
taste and libel.

Mr. Rolde, what makes you
so sure that legalizing marijuana is such a big mistake? In
your letter to the Daily Maine
Campus you said that one of
the reasons Jock voted in favor
of ganja decriminalization was
ignorance of the dangers of
ganja itself.
I urge you to let your
knowledge to be spread
throughout this campus. What,
exactly are the dangers of smoking ganja'.'
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Where do you get your information, or is it just pure
speculation?
If everyone really knew just
half the story of the effects of
ganja, it probably wouldn't be
illegal.
It is unfortunate that McKernan always switches his opinions to match the public, but
that is politics.
urge you to write another
letter to the editor explaining
just how dangerous smoking
ganja really is and maybe we
will all stop smoking it.

If for some reason your ganja clinical report doesn't show
up, We will all just assume your
opinions are based on pure
speculation rather than hard
facts.
If this is true, I suggest you
spend some time educating
yourself about what smoking
ganja really does and doesn't
do. You will probably find that
once you find the facts you
won't have anything to say.
Joseph Cote Jr.
Kenneh.c Hall
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JOHN LAWN
Drug Enforcement Administration
Administrator
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!Commentary

Constitutional abuse
Part 1 of 2
"Just because students live in the dormatoties on
this campus and signed a housing contract, doesn't
mean they signed away any or all of their rights
guaranteed under the United States Constitution." •
So began Mark Hagelin's commentary in ale
Daily Maine Campus (10/3), "Flagrant abuses of
students' rights." The article continues, in an attempt to prove University of Maine and Residential Life policies unconstitutional and administrators
unfair and uncaring.
First, 1 want to commend Mr. Hagelin for asserting his views and trying to affect legislation he felt
was wrong. As a political science major, I was surprised to see such a strong stand taken.
I, too, feel that everyone could benefit from studying the U.S. Constitution, and I am 100 percent
in favor of citizens knowing their legal rights and
fighting for them, if they are truly being violated
or threatened.
I am afraid, however, that Hagelin made some
rather blatant accusations that are simply not true.
Most of them can be legally proven false. I was appalled by the shallowness of his arguement. It appears to me that Hagelin, in fact, either knows very
little about the Constitution or that he is intentionally distorting it for the sake of his arguement.
Hagelin seems to select "the law" in accordance
with his own preferences and disregards what he
does not care for. He boisters the rights of the Constitution in one sentence and then later suggests that
Residential Life should ignore the 21-year-old drinking age. This is a State Law, which is fast becoming

a national standard. It can not legally, ethically, or
morally be ignored by the administration.
Hagelin has an apparent lack of understanding
about United States law. Law means simply the
"rules of conduct established and enforced by the
authority, legislation or custom in a community,"
as defined by Webster. United States law is founded on precedent and our Constitution (including the
Bill of Rights).
Hagelin's article completely disregards the concept of precedent, legal decisions that serve as an
example and justification for a later decision. This
concept is an extremely important part of our
government, in that it serves to define
constitutionality.
The Constitution is Hagelin's primary defense. I
was shocked that he would take the liberty of
quoting the U.S. Constitution and not bother to be
diligent about it. Although his interpretations were
basically correct, each and every quote used was misquoted. Blatant errors were obvious, too, in his uses
of the Bill of Rights.
It is true that freedom of speech, peaceably
assembly, and expression are guaranteed in the First
Amendment. However, the article neglected two very
important,precedents.
The first is the exception of "circumstances of
such a nature as to create clear and present danger"
(Justice Holmes, Schneck vs. United States).
The second exception is made for casesinvolving
"bad tendency," or "utterances inimical to the
public welfare, tending to corrupt public morals, incite to crime, or disturb the public peace" (Justice
Sanford, Gitlow vs. the State of New
rk).

Hagelin implies violation of the First Amendment
in his opening paragraph. After talking to members
of the campus police, Gannett Hall staff, and other
students involved in situations with Hagelin, I am
confident that he has not been denied any of the
freedoms guarateecf to him.
Freedom of speech on campus is made evident
by the fact that Hagelin is permitted to publish an
article in the Daily Maine Campus, be a member
of the Residential Life Advisory Committee, run for
a student government office, or attend meetings of
any campus political body.
To the contrary, Hagelin's free speech and expression is permitted and he has already taken full advantage of that right.
It seems to be forgotten that there are still many
countries in the world today in which simply uttering to a friend that the administrators were "little
Hitters" is a legal offense, punishable by death.
Americans need to realize that we have more rights
than any other nation in the world. Freedom is not
universally guaranteed.
As far as peaceable assembly, this too is permitted in the United States and on the University of
Maine campus, under its precedented guidelines. It
is not to be hostile or corruptive, to permit breaking of the law, or to disturb the peace.
This precedent unquestionably does not include
cases such as illegal keg parties (which break state
law and university policy), blaring stereos (disturbing the peace), or obstructing police business(which
is obviously is illegal).
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NEWS BRIEFS
Store retailer
is the wealthiest
NEW YORK(AP)— There are
du Ponts and Rockefellers, and
even a Perdue. But the annual
Forbes magazine list of the
wealthiest people in America is
topped by an Arkansas retailer
who is proof that the rich often do
get richer.
Sam Moore Walton, 68, founder
of the Wal-Mart discount stores,
has more money than any other
American, according to the annual
"Forbes 400." His $4.5 billion is
impressive. Last year, V,hen he also
topped the list, he had a paltry $2.8
billion.
He's not alone. There were 25
other billionaires, up from 14 last
year.
They included television producers Aaron Spelling at $235
million and Mark Goodson at
$300 million. Motown Records'
Berry Gordy. the second black to
make the list, is worth SI80
million.
John Harold Johnson, a
CWcago publisher, was the first
black included in the Forbes 400.
He has an estimated net worth of
5185 million.

NAT() upset at
Reykjavik events
BRUSSELS, Belgium (API —
America's NATO allies expressed
disappointment Monday that promising arms reduction initiatives

were deiailed at Reykjav ik by a
dispute over "Star Wars." and
urged the super powers to move
quickly _ toward
reaching
agreement.
The allies, -briefed on the
weekend superpower summit on
Monday 'b) Secretary of State
George P. Schultz, expressed particular disappointment that an
agreement was blocked to rid
Europe of medium-range U.S. and
Soviet missiles.
That accord was part of a
package tentatively agreed to by
President Reagan and Soviet
leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev
before the talks in Iceland
foundered over Star Wars, or the
U.S. Strategic Defense Initiative for
a space-based defense against
nuclear rockets.
In what appeared to be an allusion to Reagan's insistence on his
Star Wars program, NATO
Secretary-General Lord Carrington
said in a statement the allies "felt
that the opportunity to make progress in some areas should not be
made hostage to difficulties in
other, unrelated ones."

Great pumpkins
found by brothers
TOPSFIELD Mass.(AP) — An
annual search for Earth's plumpest
pumpkin was won by two brothers
from the Garden State on Monday.
as farmers here and in II other
locations around the world lugged their gargantuan gourds to the
scale.
The Gancarz brothers, vegetable
growers in Vvrightstown, N.J.. won
with two heavyweights: Robert

ALCOHOL AWARENESS
— Fall Semester 1986
Session I:

October 14, Tuesday 7:00 pm
Place: 130 Little Hall
Speaker-Dr:- Dana
Topic: How to Drink
MANDATORY FOR ALL PLEDGES

Session 2:

October 28, Tuesday 7:00 pm
Place: 130 Little Hall
Speaker: Dr. Brightman
Topic: Alcohol and Sexuality

Session 3:

November 4, Tuesday 7:00 pm
Place: 130 Little Hall
Speaker: Don Marden Sr:, Attorney
and Fraternity Advisor; Dean
Lucy; Representative from UM
Police and Safety: and others

Session 4:

November 11, Tuesday 7:00 pm
Place: 130 Little Hall
Speaker: Joe B.
Topic: Recovering From
Alcoholism: His Story

Session 5:

November 18, Tuesday 7:00 pm
Place: 101 Neville Hall
Speaker: SHOP 11
Topic: Problem Solving

Session 6:

November 23, Sunday 8:00 pm
Place: Hauck Auditorium
Speaker: Andrew Merton
Topic: Acquaintance Rape
MANDATORY FOR ALL PLEDGES

All Non-Greeks are Welcome to Attend

Gancarz's 671-pounder and Edward Gancarz's 6I8-pounder. Just
behind them was a 579-pound
squash raised by Allen Nesbit of
Conesus, N.Y.
The former world Champion
weighed 612 pounds and was
grown in Chelan, Wash.
The world champion earned
$4,000 and the New England
champ brought home 51.000.
First place in New England went
to a 534-pound pumpkin owned by
Don Fleming of Morrisville. Vt.,
who also captured fourth place in
the international competition.

Alaska floods
damage rail links
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP)
— Water began receding Monday
after flooding caused by three days
of heavy rain cut rail and highway
links between Anchorage and fairbanks and washed out land access
to the coastal town of Seward.
Gov. Bill,Sheffield planned to
fly over flood-ravaged areas north
and south of Anchorage, and state
and federal officials started surveying the damage, expected to be in
the millions.
Sheffield issued a disaster
declaration Sunday that allowed
state agencies to help areas stricken
when a windy storm that hit southcentral Alaska on Thursday and
dumped up to 15 inches of rain.
Kevin Koechlein, emergency service coordinator for the
Matanuska Bustina Borough north
of Anchorage, said state Department of Transportation and Public
Facilities engineers estimated Monday that the Montana Creek bridge
on the Parks Highway could be
back in operation by the end of the
week. The bridge was a primary
link between Alaska's largest city
and Fairbanks.

The Daily Alg

Two biologists
share Nobel Prize
stocKnoLm,

Sweden (AP)
— An Italian-American biologist
and an American biochemist won
the 1986 Nobel Prize in medicine
Monday for their discovery of key
proteins that appear to orchestrate
the body's growth from the first
moments in the womb until
degeneration and death.
The prize was awarded jointly to
Rita Levi-Montalcini, director of
the cellular biology laboratory at
the National Council of Scientific
Research in Rome. and Stanley
Cohen of Vanderbilt University
School of Medicine in Nashville,
Tenn.
The Nobel Assembly of
Stockholm's Karolinska Institute
said their discovery of substances
regulating cell growth "opened new
fields of widespread importance to
basic science."
As a result, the Nobel committee said, "we may increase our
understanding of many disease
states such as developmental
malformations, degenerative
changes in senile dementia,
delayed wound healing and tumor
diseases."
The two researchers will share a
cash stipend of 1290,000.
Ms. Levi-Montalcini, 77, and
Cohen,63, worked together in the
1950s at Washington University in
St. Louis, Mo. At the time, she was
a biology professor and he was her
assistant,
said
university
spokesman Fred Volkmann.
"I lucked out," Cohen told a
news conference in Nashville. "I
made them (the discoveries) while
I was studying something else."

GUESF LECruQr 6EQIE6
A COMMITTEE OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT

PRESENTS

Dr. Hatem Hussaini
Outstanding lecturer on the
topic of TERRORISM
Wednesday, 15 October 1986
Hauck Auditorium
8:00 p.m.
-Free to the public-
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San Salvador suffers effects of earthquake
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (.AP)
_Homeless Salvadorans set up
makeshift shelters in fields, the Maternity Hospital delivered babies in the
parking lot, and survivors Monday went
about burying the nation's 890 known
•
earthquake dead.
President Jose Napoleon Duarte put
the number of injured in last Friday's
catastrophe at 10,000 and the homeless
at 150,000.
Rescue workers intensified searches
for victims trapped under tons of twisted
rubble, as aftershocks continued
Monday.
The devastation was confined mostly
to this capital city of 800,000 people, and
Duarte tOld El Salvador in a broadcast
Sunday night, "We are practically going
to have to reconstruct all of the city."
He asked for more international aid,
requesting medicines and supplies for
battered hospitals where teams worked
outside to treat patients.
Search teams struggled to retrieve victims from toppled buildings. Specially
trained dogs led by Swiss, French and

American teams burrowed into crawl
spaces looking for signs of life.
U.S. Embassy spokesman Jake
Gillespie said two Americans, who also
held Salvadoran citizenship and lived in
San Salvador, were killed. They were
identified as. Jose Mauricio Juarez, in his
40s, and Yolanda Suzanne Stets, 12.
Crowds downtown stood behind
roped off areas Monday guarded by the
army and watched rescuers use cranes,
torches and bare hands. The stench of
dead bodies rose in the stifling heat,
Some stores and restaurants reopened Monday, but in most cases owners
only wanted to assess damages.
Duane said the city suffered S2 billion
in damage and that every government
building in this Central American capital
was hit, including the presidential palace.
Government operations were moved
to the military command headquarters.
At Bermeja Cemetery on the southern
outskirts of San Salvador, a line of 26
open graves awaited earthquake victims
early Monday.

Vv ithin hours, the newly dug holes
began to fill as families came to bury
their dead, singly and in groups.
On the other side of the cemetery,
near the administration buildings,
workers were digging A pit 50 feet long,
30 feet wide, 20 feet deep.
"This LS for people who don't have any.
money," said cemetery worker Alexander Cedeno, 20, motioning to the pit.
"Over there," he said, pointing across
the gently sloping hill where the graves
stood open, "is for the people who can
afford it."
Cemetery superintendent Humberto
Lopez said 174 people had been buried
at Bermeja since Friday.
The quake seemed to strike at random, cracking or destroying some structures, bypassing others. Some homes
suffered only plaster cracks. Others were
reduced to rubble. Buildings bore gaping holes, shards of glass hung
perilously.
School children were given a twoweek
vacation. The state of emergency continued. The newspaper La Prensa

Grafica published for the first time since
the quake.
In the working-class San Jacinto
neighborhood, the hardest hit, orphans
slept Outside in metal cots moved from
their damaged homes. Bulldozers
scooped up debris from a brick school
wall that collapsed on several youngsters.
Many of those affected the worst had
fled to the capital from areas ravaged by
the 7-year civil war between leftist rebels
and the U.S.-supported government.
Hundreds of shanty wood houses
crumbled.
Duane said 20 mercy flights from
abroad had brought food, medicines,
clothing and temporary shelters. But he
cited a shortage of temporary shelter and
medicines such as tetanus vaccine,
anesthetics, antibiotics and analgesics.
The six major hospitals in the capital
were damaged, with patients being
treated outside.
Miguel Guidos, director of the Maternity Hospital, said they are delivering
about 50 babies a day there in the parking lot,

More abide by mediated divorce agreements
PORTLAND. Maine (AP) — Informal mediation sessions are helping
Maine couples who are getting divorced
ease the trauma of child-custody battles
and cut legal costs. They also are required by law.
Begun a decade ago as an experiment
backed by lawyers in the Portland area
and funded by donations, Maine's
mediation program has become a permanent, funded arm of the state Judicial
Department. Since 1984, statesponsored
mediation has been mandatory in contested divorces involving minor children.
"We handle all the issues," said
Lincoln Clark, 75, director of Maine's
Court Mediation Service, citing child
custody, alimony and property disputes.
"I think we have the most advanced
system of any state in the nation."
"Being a small state, we can set thc
machinery up more effectively and make
our mistakes and correct them more easily." said
Richard
Wagner, a
psychology professor at Bates College
and a mediation coordinator.
In Wagner's view, mediation "sets the
stage for a continuing relationship" between the divorcing husband and wife.
Mediators contend, and Wagner says
there is mounting evidence, that couples
that reach agreement in mediation are
more apt to abide by their divorce settlements than those who have ,et dements imposed by a judge.
Moreover, mediators say, if couples
can avoid the emotional wounds of a
custody fight, their children ultimately
will benefit.
"The thing that mediation provides is
a much more informal atmosphere,
nowhere near as heavily laden with the
emotion and the fear that the court has
for many people," said mediator
Donald DeMuth.
Not that mediation sessions don't get
emotional. With no judge to keep strict
order, no elaborate protocol to frame
their arguments, and no onlookers to
make them uneasy, divorcing couples
often show their anger and frustration
in the mediation conference room.
"We've had couples cry and say this
is the first time they've talked in a
year," said Clark. "We've had the
emotional outbursts; we've never had
violence. My strategy is to let 'em blow
off steam right at the outset."
Most of Maine's mediators, like
DeMuth, a retired social-services administator, areneither lawyers nor family
counselers. They are retired mei':

community leaders, educators — lay
people who are choosen for tlieir broad
experience rather than their professional
background.
In a large rural state where simply
scheduling a mediation session can require a dash of Yankee ingenuity-, coaxing an estranged couple toward an
amicable settlement requires both patience and creativity, said mediator and
retired oil industry executive Edgar
Spencer._ .
In helping break what Spencer calls
the "logjams" that develop in their sessions, mediators often look to a
somewhat surprising source — the

lawyers for the divorcing husband and
wife.
"I think that the lawyers, instead of
being adversial and exacerbating differences between the divorcing parties,
they try to find the best solution for the
common problem of divorcing parents
— the children," Clark said.
Lawyers for the divorcing parties often
mediation
attend
conferences,
negotiating for their clients, advising
them or simply helping them focus on
the practical issues of custody and property disputes.
Clark said the participation of lawyers
is a distinctive feature of Maine's mediation program. In some states, he said,

lawyers have resisted the passage of laws
requiring mediation; in others, a professional mediator and the divorcing couple meet without lawyers.
Supporters of Maine's system
acknowledge that when mediation fails,
an extra step, an additonal cost of $60
and a potential confrontation has been
added to the divorce process.
And sometimes, despite a statutory requirement that parties must submit to
mediation in good faith, there is Tittle
hope of a settlement and only a cursory
effort is made by the attorneys.
"Some lawyers think they can get a
better deal in the court," said Clark.
"They're macho."

If you've majored in

Paper Science
& Engineering
You should know more about
the career opportunities at
National Starch and Chemical Corporation...
a company comprised of people
working to meet the needs of people.
Were National Starch and Chemical Corporation, international in scope and
a leading manufacturer of over 2,000 technically advanced products. Paper, food_
packaging, textiles, cosmetics disposable, bookbinding, automotive and appliances, pharmaceuticals. water treatment and woodworking—are all important industries that utilize our products, many of which probably touch your life
in some way every day. Most impressive is our record of uninterrupted
growth. .we've enjoyed an increase in sales for the 35th consecutive year
It has taken the combined efforts of a highly motivated forward thinking talented
group of professionals that have brought us to the forefront of our industry It
will take similar minded people to lead us into the future. If you set high goals
and achieve them and have a solid academic background, you should know
more about us and we about you.

Please visit our Representative on

November 12, 1986
If unable to attend please send your resume to
Carol Dedrick, College Relations Manager

.
4
a lona!Starch and Chemical Corporation

N

Finderne Avenue. Bridgewater, New Jersey C81307
An AArrmatAer AO, Employer Si.'F
•
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Walsh says hockey ready to start season

vol. 99 n,

Maine will also receive strong ofeisive support from players such as Dave
Wensley (13-18-31), Bruce Major (14-14-28), Mike McHugh (9-10-19),
From the standpoint of the average
Scott Santini (8-10-18), Jay Mazur
UMaine hockey fan, it's taken a while,
(5-7-12) and Todd Studnicka (6-5-11).
but the program instituted by Coach
With a lineup of that strength, Walsh
Sean Walsh at the beginning of his
feels there will also be more competition
tenure two years ago is finally beginnfor playing time.
ing to reach fruition.
"We finally have some depth because
Black Bears fans will get their first
guys like Chris Cambio, Rob Braccia,
glimpse of the latest version of Maine
John Massara, John Baker and Jimmy
hockey 7:30 p.m. Wednesday as the
Burke are all good players and they can't
Black Bears play host to the University
crack the starting lineup," he said.
of New Brunswick in an exhibition con"And that's a good situation because
test at the Alfond Arena. _
they're forcing the other players to play
Maine will open their regular season
well or they'll take their spots.
nine days later when Hockey East rival
Walsh feels his team will have an easier
Boston College ventures to Orono for a
time of putting the puck in the net comtwo-game series.
pared to season ago, and therefore, has
While Black Bears, who finished last
Spent the preseason concentrating on the
season with a 11-28-1 record, good
defensive aspects of the Black Bear's
enough for fifth place in Hockey East,
game.
have had just two weeks to prepare for
"We've tried to put our emphasis on
the UNB contest, Walsh is cautiously opplay away from the puck," he said.
timistic about his squad's 1986-87
"We've got such great speed and a lot of
outlook.
players who are naturally offensive
"I like what we look like, but you can
minded. They'll have to discipline
always get misconceptions because
themselves to play well without the puck,
you've only played against yourself,"
and if they do, they're going to be a darn
he said.
good hockey team. If they don't have
The biggest difference between this
that discipline, they're going to be an
season's team and that of a year ago is
average hockey team."
style of play.
The Maine defensive squads' job will
"We're going to be more of a faster
be a little easier in that the Black Bears
team then a hitting team."
boast a strong, if relatively inexperiencThe new-found speed and new style
ed, goaltending corps.
comes both from the new players, such
Al Loring, last season's Hockey East
as Christian Lalonde, Guy Perron, Bob
co-Rookie-of-the-year, returns, with
Beers, Claudio Scremin and Dave Caformer British Columbia Junior Hockey
puano plus others such as John Massara
teammate Scott King assisting him betand Jim Burke in addition to an increase
ween the pipes, which pleases Walsh
in confidence among those from last
immensely.
year's team.
"I think based on King's track record,
"The biggest improvement a college
we can consider, him (a strong
athlete seems to make, confidence wise,
goalie)," Walsh said. "He was the
is (between) first year and second and
equal of Loring in British Columbia and
we've got a lot of second year players
that played a lot last year," Walsh (the two)were first and second team AllLiars. And based on the way he's played
said.
so far, I'd say he's pretty close."
"One of my policies is to play full
Both goalies will see plenty of action,
scholarship freshman regularly, and it's
as Walsh will look to avoid the situation
paid off because all of our second year
of a year ago when Loring, who finishplayers seem to be better players."
Among those second year players ed with a 5.03 goals-against-average,
handled the brunt of the Black Bear netWalsh has high hopes for are; Todd
minding duties and fell victim to injury
Jenkins, who tallied seven goals and
seven assists for 14 points a year ago, and fatigue upon occasion.
"I think they can help each other,"
Bob Corkum (7-16-23) Mike Golden
Walsh said. "Plus (King's) a different
(13-16-29 in just 24 games), Jack Cagoaltender. Al's smaller and relies more
puano (9-18-27), and Eric Weinrich
on his quickness. Scott relies on his size
(0-15-15).
"Guys like Jenkins, Corkum, Golden, and is a standup goalie.
"It's nice going into a season with two
Capuano, Weinrich and (Al)Loring are
ail second year players and they are the quality goaltenders. Should there be any problems with innucleus of this club," Walsh said.

tin

by R. Kevin Dietrich
Staff Writer

Soccer hopes for turnaround
by R. Kevin Dietrich
Staff.Writer _
The University of Maine soccer team
will look to get over the pain of a tough
overtime loss Tuesday as they take on
Bowdoin College at 3:15 on Alumni
Field.
The Black Bears fell to Plymouth
State College Saturday 2-1, and evened
their record at 4-4-2.
Plymouth's Phil Clarke put the ball by
two defenders and Maine goalie Jeff
Spring at the 7:38 mark of overtime to
give the Panthers the victory.

Ben Spike had given the Black Bears
an early 1-0 lead when he tallied At 15:25
with an assist to Scott Douglas.
Plymouth State's John Roberts tied
the game up just before the half with
goal from the front of the net, with an
assist to Pat Morrissey, at 41:43.
Maine will have another game at
home, Saturday against Vermont at 10:30
a.m., before hitting the road for five consecutive games.
The Black Bears finish up at home
against Holy Cross College on Nov. 8.

by Donna Ti
Staff Writer

(Campus photo)
juries to either Loring or King, Tim
Adams. the third goaltender, will be
available.
In spite of Maine's rather disappointing record of a season ago, Walsh feels
his squad has the tools it'll take to play
competitively in the powerful Hockey
East.
"I don't even dwell on what happened last year, I'm looking ahead," he
said. "I'm just trying to coach this team
for what lies ahead. "(But) it's very important that we keep things realistic and
right now all we want to do is move up
to fourth because this is such a great
league."
Although the Black Bears have not
taken on am opponents, Maine has
scrimmaged among themselves three
times, the last being the Blue-White in-

trasquad contest Saturday which the
White team won 5-3.
For the entire preseason, Lalonde was
high scorer, registering a goal and four
assists for five points.
Golden, Studnicka, Corkum and
Mazur, whom Walsh said was the big
surprise of training camp, each tallied
four points.
Mazur and Studnicka were the
plus/minus leaders, with each finishing
at plus 5, just ahead of Jack Capuano's
plus 4.
In net, Loring and King were both
strong. Loring registered a goalsagainst-average of 1.75 and King was
close behind at 2.25.
"I thought we played well and did a
good job away from the puck," Walsh
said. "King and Wring played really
well."
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